Holland Safety Equipment part: Sash High proximity sensor
HSE part number: A/SASHPROXY

The sash high sensor is mounted in a
fume hood sash track and wired to the
back of any fume hood monitor. When
the sash goes above the sensor, the
fume hood enters an alarm condition.
In digital fume hood monitors and
controls (AFA 1000 family), the display
will alternate between “SASH HIGH”
and the face velocity. The Labconco
Guardian 500 has an amber light that
illuminates during sash high conditions.
The sash high alarm may be muted by
pressing the ENTER button on the
monitor or controller. There is a repeat
timer, so the alarm will resound after
five minutes. This time can be adjusted
up to 30 minutes.

Each input is a digital input that activates when open or closed (set in the Configuration menu),
it takes the power supply voltage (+ terminal) and switches it back into the AFA on the SW
terminal.
On input 3, the additional terminal is a Ground (0V) in case a proximity switch is used that
required a supply voltage. The following sketch shows how the inputs are loosely connected,
there are other EMC components but it shows the logic:

When using a sash proximity sensor, the main thing to check it is the correct configuration; there are two
types and the output of either can be normally open or normally closed so there are four combinations of
sensors on the market.
1.
2.
3.
4.

PNP: Use this type. It has 0V, & +V supply, and when it detects metal it switches the +V out to the
monitor.
NPN: This type doesn’t work. It also has 0V, & +V supply, but switches 0V out when it sees metal.
Normally Open: Output activates when metal is detected
Normally Closed: Output is active until metal is detected

The correct version is PNP, Normally Open. PNP, Normally closed can be used but the sash high input then
has to be set to open contact on activation (default is normally open, close contact on activation).
Another consideration is the supply voltage. Most proximity sensors will operate over a decent voltage
range, e.g. 10 to 30VDC. The supply from the monitor is 15VDC. If the proximity is a fixed voltage type
then it needs to be 15VDC; 24VDC won't work.
Finally, each different proximity sensor detects different metals or limited metals at varying distances. The
one TEL/HSE provides detects steel around 5mm and aluminum around 3mm.

